Services and support
Canonical is the number-one Ubuntu services provider. It oﬀers
deployment, training and support services to help you make
the most of Ubuntu. Take a look at some of the services, tools
and merchandise Canonical provides at
www.ubuntu.com/services.

What is Ubuntu Server Edition?
Ubuntu Server is a powerful, reliable and flexible operating
system, adopted as a trusted server platform by large and
small organisations around the world. It’s easy to install
and maintain, and includes frequent updates throughout
its lifecycle.

System requirements
Your server must have at least 128 MB of RAM and 1 GB of
disk space. This edition will run on AMD64 and Intel64-based
computers (including AMD Opteron and Intel EM64T Xeon).
A 32-bit version of Ubuntu Server can be downloaded from
www.ubuntu.com.

Ubuntu Server helps users to quickly deploy common services
such as web, email, file and database servers. It also comes
with proven virtualisation technologies that can help
companies better manage their resources. An excellent
platform for innovation, Ubuntu Server includes leading-edge
cloud technologies. As a result, it can help users create an
agile server environment that can scale to meet their
requirements.

Share Ubuntu
‘Ubuntu’ is an ancient African word which means ‘humanity
to others’. All of the software on this CD is legal to copy
and share. If you know someone who would enjoy Ubuntu,
please pass it on. It's what free and open-source software
is all about!

If you are thinking of moving your production systems onto
a new platform, Ubuntu and Canonical make it easy. With
deployment, training and support services, along with systems
management tool Landscape, Canonical helps organisations
get the most out of their server infrastructures.
You can be confident that Ubuntu Server will be compatible
with the latest hardware. This long-term support (LTS) version
will receive updates until 2015. When the next version is
released, you can upgrade for free.
Learn more about Canonical support at
www.ubuntu.com/support.
Visit www.ubuntu.com and
www.canonical.com for more information.
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